HOW TO GET FREQUENT
POSITIVE REVIEWS FOR
YOUR DENTAL PRACTICE:
CLIMB TO 5 STARS ON YELP, GOOGLE MAPS,
FACEBOOK, AND MORE
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INTRODUCTION
Your reputation precedes you. Whether it’s positive or negative can
be the deciding factor for a patient even considering looking at your
practice. If you are unknown to the patient when you advertise or are
mentioned to them, however, they will go out of their way to learn
what others think of you. Thanks to the internet and social media, we
now live in the “reputation economy.” It’s no longer enough to be the
closest or most affordable dentist in town—everyone is shopping for
the best service they can get.
Searching for a dentist is no different from researching a product
online: Users click through to the page, read the description—which
sounds good but is obviously biased—and then scroll down to see
the product reviews. If the site itself doesn’t have reviews, people
look for opinions on Yelp, Google, social media, and other sites.
Customer reviews are inevitable and have an impact on a practice’s
profitability, so you must face them head on.
Read this guide to learn how to turn public opinion into an effective
marketing tool by proactively encouraging positive patient reviews
and managing any negative feedback.
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THE STATS ON CONSUMER REVIEWS AND BEHAVIOR
Countless studies show that the average person sifts through a lot of
information about major purchases, including health care and dental
care. The following are the big takeaways.

Most Consumers Compare Prices and Research
Reviews When Shopping for Products and Services
•

GE Capital Retail Bank found that 81% of consumers conduct
research online before making a big purchase.1

•

BrightLocal, which researches local businesses’ online presence,
found that 85% of consumers say they read up to 10 reviews of
a business online, and 47% believe that reputation is especially
important for doctors and dentists.2

•

88% of buyers read reviews specifically to determine the quality
of a local business’s service.2

•

PwC determined that 42% of consumers have used social media
to access health-related consumer reviews, with the goal of
choosing a better provider.3

The bottom line is that you should expect patients to already have
read reviews of your practice before ever reaching out. Ignoring
negative reviews is not an option.
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85% of consumers say they read up to 10 reviews of a business online.

Consumers Are Likely to Leave Public, Often
Negative Reviews
Pew Research Center found that 24% of American adults have
posted comments or reviews online about products or services they
buy with some frequency, though the total number who have ever
posted a review may be higher.

•

Zendesk, a customer service specialist, found that 95% of
customers reported sharing even mildly bad experiences with
others (online or otherwise), compared with 87% who might
share their overwhelmingly positive experiences.4

•

Only 4% of dissatisfied customers on average tell a business
directly; the rest either leave a public review elsewhere, privately
share their frustrations, or merely disappear without ever
revealing what could be a common complaint that’s hurting

95% of customers share mildly bad experiences compared with 87%
of those who share overwhelmingly positive experiences.

profitability.5

•

The takeaway is that you cannot lock down a conversation,
especially a negative one. Public criticism can come your way,

Online Reviews Are the Most Important Part of
Reputation Building

and each comment and review might represent many more

With the ease of making their voices heard, patients with something

unhappy patients. Plus, while a mild annoyance might warrant a

to say will say it; potential patients know this, which means they’re

complaint, it often takes outstanding service and care to get an

always on the lookout for such feedback. It is unbiased and means

equal measure of unrequested positive feedback.6

more than anything you could say yourself about your practice.
While you cannot control the start of a conversation, you can
certainly inspire more flattering ones and manage the unflattering ones.
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THE IMPACT OF REVIEWS ON YOUR PRACTICE
Reviews influence what your current patients, potential patients, and
even Google search algorithms think about your practice. Let’s get
into the nuances of how this all breaks down.

Search Engine Rankings
Search engines like Google work to deliver solutions to people’s
problems and questions. When the problem is finding a dentist,
Google displays what it considers the best results—in the potential
patient’s mind, the best dentists. Search engines order their results
based on the relevance and popularity of websites, social profiles,
physical proximity to the searcher, and reviews.
The Google My Business service represents local businesses on
regular Google search results and Google Maps, and your practice’s

The more reviews that you have, the better your practice may rank
on search results.

reviews and profile views are some of the top factors that determine

search results in Google and Google Maps, which could add or

how it ranks among the many potential choices.7 The higher you

deter confidence in the quality of your service. Your average star

rank, the more likely someone searching for a dentist will click on

rating can affect whether someone decides to click on your practice

your link. In general, having more reviews is positively correlated with

link to learn more or to simply move to the next dentist on the list.

a higher ranking, regardless of the average review rating.

Perception of Quality
The reviews about your practice obviously influence your potential
patients’ decision to choose you as their dentist. For example, your
aggregate reviews (1 to 5 stars) are automatically added to the
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It’s been found that the higher the average star rating, the better
perceived a business will be by potential customers. A study found
that just a half-star improvement in online ratings made a restaurant
30% to 49% more likely to be fully booked during peak dining
times, and this notion extends to dental practices that also seek to
maximize bookings.8

Perception of Trustworthiness and Transparency
The mere existence of reviews tells potential patients important
information. It tells them what it’s like to have you as a dentist. It tells
them that you aren’t scared to put yourself out there because you
allow, respond to, and encourage reviews. And it tells them you’re
not hiding from anything and aren’t afraid of others’ opinions.
A potential patient considers a positive review more trustworthy
than the claims a dentist makes on their own site.

•

16% of existing patients use reviews to validate a dentist they’ve
already seen.9

•

72% of consumers say that positive reviews make them trust a
local business more.2

If multiple reviewers claim the same thing, whether positive or
negative, readers are more likely to believe it. And having numerous
reviews suggests that there aren’t many fake ones. Even though
reviews of 3 or fewer stars aren’t ideal, it isn’t the end of the world,
as some viewers will see them as more genuine. Generally, potential
patients understand that nothing is perfect 100% of the time and
won’t believe that one bad review reflects the typical experience.
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72% of consumers say that positive reviews make them trust a local
business more.

REVIEW SITES THAT YOUR PRACTICE NEEDS
A steady stream of praise and criticism can be predicted for any
business with enough customers, but it splits into tributaries
Although you cannot manage every single site where a mention of
your practice is made, some sites are more common than others for
gathering reviews. This section focuses on how to manage the review
sites with the most relevant traffic.

Google My Business
Google is one of the most important places to cultivate reviews.
Appearing on Google Maps with a high rating near a potential
patient makes it far more likely that that patient will visit you. Plus,
doing well on Google tends to have a snowball effect: when you rank
higher, your page gets more clicks, which ranks you higher, and so on.
You may have heard of how important SEO, or search engine
optimization, is, but that’s likely been in the context of technical
aspects of your website and the kind of content it includes. SEO
is largely affected by “off-site factors,” as well—things that have
nothing to do with a high-quality website at all:

•

5% of your searchability comes from social signals, that is, how

•

14.7% comes from Google My Business signals, meaning having
and maintaining your business page on Google My Business,
being relevant to the search, and how prominent and close it is
to the searcher.10

often people interact with your presence on Facebook and other

This adds up to nearly one-third of your practice’s ability to rank on

social media sites.

Google—all from just reviews, maps, and social media.

10

•

Nearly 1/3rd of your practice’s ability to rank on Google comes from
reviews, maps, and social media.

8.4% comes from review signals: the amount and aggregate
score of reviews of your practice by users on Google Maps.10
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How to Claim Your Google My Business Profile
•

Go to the Google My Business page and click the START NOW
button.

•

Fill out the form with your practice’s contact information and
click CONTINUE.

•

Claim your business listing by mail or phone, edit information,
add photos, and even post a virtual tour using photos from your
smartphone. You can get more specific with interior and exterior
photos, a logo, and pictures of your team members too.

•

Use your unique URL to send patients interested in reviewing you
straight to your reviews page. Once reviews show up, you can
respond publicly or privately from your account.

•

Go to the Google My Business Help page for complete

If a review violates Google’s review policies, you can flag them for
deletion.

•

spam reviews, but it should be noted that how often this occurs

instructions.

is entirely at Google’s discretion, and it shouldn’t be considered

How to Remove Fake Reviews
•

Sometimes reviews are truly inappropriate or contain outright
lies. If they violate Google’s review policies, you can flag them for
deletion and wait for Google to take care of it.
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Google has automatic spam detection that generally removes

guaranteed.

•

You can also tweet to the Google’s Small Biz team, which is often
responsive over Twitter.

Facebook
The world’s most popular social network is vital to a dental practice’s
success. The constant social nature of the site means you must
actively manage reviews to demonstrate responsiveness and good
service. Having an active Facebook Places Page also signals that
your practice is up-to-date and transparent.

How to Claim Your Facebook Profile
•

Log in to your personal Facebook profile.

•

Click the gray down arrow at the top-right corner of the
Facebook window and choose CREATE PAGE.

•

Choose LOCAL BUSINESS OR PLACE because you have a

Having an active Facebook Places Page signals that your practice is
transparent and up-to-date. It also gives your practice a chance to
showcase its personality.

physical address. Enter the information about your practice.

•

You can now edit information, add a cover photo and a logo, and

If you experience a deluge of spam or trolling from an incensed

begin posting for your business. You can also click REVIEWS on

person, you can shut off reviews altogether with the Reviews tab

the left side of the window to see and manage existing reviews,

of your Places Page. Doing so will hide all reviews and prevent

as well as leave your own review (under your main Facebook

more from being made. If you switch reviews back on, however,

profile’s name).

they will reappear if they haven’t been removed by Facebook.

How to Remove Fake Reviews
•

•

Report incorrect or fake reviews by clicking the gray down arrow
at the top-right corner of the review itself and choose REPORT
POST. You’ll have to select the reason too.
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•

Note: Attempt to remove reviews only as a last resort. First
try in good faith to respond, reason with, and solve reviewers’
problems.

Yelp
Yelp is the classic online reviews website, with 145 million daily active
users. Like Google and Facebook, much of the inner workings of
Yelp’s algorithms are secret, meaning there’s no way to prove how
Yelp ranks its businesses. The important thing is that it is popular
with users and therefore demands your attention.

How to Claim Your Yelp Profile
•

Search for your practice’s name. If you have an existing page,
click CLAIM THIS BUSINESS and verify your business email
address and identity. It is likely that your practice is already there
and unclaimed, as Yelp creates pages for registered businesses

Yelp has over 145 million daily active users, meaning your practice
should be on this site!

to help people leave reviews, thereby making business owners

•

feel compelled to log in and manage their listing.

violation of Yelp’s review guidelines will improve your chances of

If your practice isn’t there, you can build your page from scratch.

having the review removed.

After you log in or sign up, go to ADD YOUR BUSINESS and

If you have an account, you can respond to reviews privately or

enter all the necessary information. You’ll then go through Yelp’s

publicly, managing the reaction and keeping other readers in

approval process, which takes 48 hours or less.

mind.

How to Remove Fake Reviews
•

•

Report fake, obscene, or otherwise false reviews to Yelp
moderators, who will verify the claim. Note, however, that
moderators tend to side with reviewers over censorship. Citing a
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•

Reviews may go down or come back up as part of Yelp’s
algorithm, so if other users don’t recommend the review or find it
helpful, it may disappear on its own.

Angie’s List
Angie’s List is less popular than other review sites, but it has a stable
community of about 5 million reviewers who trust its content. There’s
a membership fee that gets users special pricing on selected and
highly reviewed member businesses. Angie’s List is geared toward
household cleaning, installation, and maintenance services, but there
are plenty of other services listed, including dentistry.

How to Claim Your Angie’s List Profile
•

Create a business owner account on Angie’s List Business Center,
entering contact information and selecting your practice type
from the preset options. Unlike Yelp, your practice likely isn’t here
unless you put it up because their goal is to create a curated list
of trusted businesses for their members to patronize.

•

Add images and information to your page, including ways to

Angie’s list has a stable community of 5 million users and is geared
toward household ad maintenance services.

How to Remove Fake Reviews
•

fraudulent or goes through a complaint resolution process.

accept payments through Angie’s List. You can also manage
reviews and set prices to help potential patients choose your
services.

Angie’s List will not remove a review unless they confirm that it is

•

You can contact reviewers directly on the site to try to
understand their complaint. Angie’s List tracks these interactions,
so always approach reviewers in an amicable way to maintain a
high grade for your business.
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RateMDs
RateMDs is a review and comparison site specifically for health-care
providers, including dentists. It is no frills, allowing just a headshot,
along with a short bio and a list of your awards, research, and
education. For a small fee, you can also post a photo gallery. Unlike
Facebook and Google, user reviews are anonymous, which helps
prevent concerns related to the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA). The website itself is popular enough that
it’s likely to be listed among Google results when someone searches
for a dentist, making it a worthwhile addition to your social media
program.

RateMD’s is specifically for health care providers and is frequently
listed within Google search results.

How to Claim Your RateMDs Profile
•

Click the CLAIM DOCTOR PROFILE button at the top-right
corner of the page. Search for your practice; if it isn’t there, you

•

How to Remove Fake Reviews
•

Click the flag icon next to the review and explain to the RateMDs

can add it.

moderator what’s wrong with it. If the review is reapproved, the

Create an account from which you can manage your claimed

flag will disappear and the review will remain.

profile.

•

Reply directly to the review to reason with the individual.

•

If you pay for a pro account, you may hide up to three reviews
and push a selected rating to the top of the list as “featured.”
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HOW TO RESPOND TO FEEDBACK
Whether you’ve put your practice out there across the various
channels discussed, you should expect feedback. Some will appear
as formal reviews, but a lot might come as offhand comments, say,
on your Facebook page or other social profiles. The ongoing process
of addressing and responding to both positive and negative reviews
is known as community management or reputation management.
Even a good review merits a response—but why?

Why Being Responsive Is So Important
•

Zendesk found that 40% of customers start buying from a
competitor because of a reputation for great customer service.
Being concerned with fixing problems and grateful for people’s
compliments are both important.11

•

Oracle’s RightNow team reports that 86% of people would pay
up to 25% more for a better customer experience. This doesn’t

It’s important to always respond to patient reviews, positive or
negative. 18% of consumers become loyal repeat customers after
receiving a response to negative feedback.

•

RightNow also discovered that 18% of consumers become loyal

necessarily mean that you should raise your prices but rather

repeat customers after receiving a brand response to negative

that you can hang on to your more cost-conscious patients

feedback, meaning people want to be heard and won over.13

when they feel that you hear them and take care of them—and
appreciate when they help you out, too.12

•

Taking an active approach to community management not only
prevents patients from leaving you but also encourages other
dentists’ patients to switch to you—and stay loyal.
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The most important aspects of good community management are
speed, positivity, and transparency.

Positivity
•

and constructive in all responses, as doing so helps your practice

Speed
•

appear evenhanded and patient-centric to others who read

Edison Research found that 32% of people who contact a

about it. Unlike you, potential patients don’t know if a negative

company through social media for customer support expect a

review is fake or from a competitor. Show them that regardless of

response within 30 minutes; 42% expect a response within 60

the claim, you are there to help. And when people take the time

minutes.14

•

Regardless of what critics say, it’s important to remain positive

to say nice things, there’s nothing easier than being nice right

Customer support can mean addressing any kind of problem,
including a negative experience during a dental appointment
or participating in a positive conversation. Being responsive
helps improve the perception of your service quality and

back.

Transparency
•

shows that you care. Plus, active engagement on social media
discourages other negative reviews because people tend to fear
confrontation, even if the other party is being polite. And if they
see that you are thankful for good reviews, it also encourages
others to leave nice reviews when they had good experiences
because everybody wants to be appreciated.

90% of consumers suspect censorship or fake reviews if they
don’t see any bad scores.13 ·

•

68% trust reviews more when they see both bad and good
scores.13

People know that no matter how good you are, it’s impossible to be
perfect. Having a couple of 1-, 2-, or 3-star reviews can actually help
you because it gives patients certainty that the opinions they see
are unbiased, including the positive ones. Seek to remove only those

“32% OF PEOPLE WHO REACH OUT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

reviews that are blatantly false or put personal health information

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE EXPECT A RESPONSE IN 30

(PHI) at risk.

MINUTES”
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Examples
Both praise and criticism can take many forms—and the latter is always trickier to handle—but how you handle either scenario is just as important
as the initial review. In your responses, be sure to remain calm and professional and to show gratitude. Here are two sample cases on popular
review sites.

Facebook Comment

Yelp Review

I

In both cases the goal is twofold: to appear compassionate and responsive for the sake of both the dissatisfied patient and any other patients
who might be reading and to lay out that all was done in good faith based on standard policies. The invitations to message directly also serve two
purposes: to move the conversation offline and out of the public forum and to appear to have no barriers to communication.
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Use the following flowchart to figure out how to proceed in most cases.
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HOW TO ASK FOR REVIEWS
Reviews are like teeth: good ones must be actively cultivated and cared for; if you do nothing, even good teeth rot over time. A proactive
approach allows you to anticipate and resolve inevitable negative feedback while directing and encouraging good ratings.
Now that you’ve created profiles on popular review sites and social media to serve as magnets for feedback that people feel compelled to leave,
you need to direct patients who like you toward these places and make it easy for them to leave positive public reviews.
The following are some strategies for requesting reviews.

Text and Email Follow-Up Automate the request.

Signs in your Practice

If you have email and SMS texting services for your practice,

Post physical signs in your office that communicate how

ask patients for a review directly after the appointment. These

important reviews are to the practice. Loyal patients will be

media are convenient because you can include links directly to

happy to share their experience to encourage others to choose

the sites where you’d like patients to leave a review.

you as their dentist. Most people simply don’t think to leave a
great review—so just ask to get it on their radar!
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Your Staff
Train your staff to ask patients about their appointment before they leave. If patients
mention that the appointment went well, invite them to leave a review on any
channels you have available. If they say the appointment was a negative experience,
your staff can gather that feedback, address the problem right then and there,
or at least make a note about a gap in service that can be improved in the future.
Handling the complaint immediately and in person will hopefully deter the patient
from leaving a bad review.

Careful Language
Be careful how you phrase your requests for reviews. Don’t presume that all reviews
will be good, as this can turn off some otherwise satisfied patients. Also, be sure not
to imply any quid pro quo or incentive program in exchange for leaving a review—
HIPAA considers it potential bribery to imply rewards for good reviews.

How to Display Positive Reviews
Use the steady stream of positive reviews to your advantage! Outside of social
media and review sites, publish them on your practice’s website and include them in
marketing collateral. A few of the best reviews can serve you well on your practice’s
home page, giving visitors confidence that you are a top dentist. Host the remaining
reviews on a curated reviews page, which can be linked from your email signature in
all patient communications and marketing outreach, giving patients easy access to
positive feedback about your practice.
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REPUTATION MANAGEMENT WITH
PRACTICEMOJO
With at least six potential review sites to manage, and one being
social media, where there’s always new activity, it’s safe to say that a
little help could go a long way. PracticeMojo helps dentists manage their
online reputation.
In the context of this paper, you may have wondered, Where do I
send patients to actually leave the review? To cover my bases, do I
send different people to different sites?
With PracticeMojo, it’s simple. Through the Dental Reviews Pro service, it's
easy for practices to monitor, collect, and showcase positive patient
reviews online and display them right on your website. Plus, you get your
own dedicated mobile-friendly review site along with ready-to-go
communications that invite patients to leave a review on the exact
websites that you prefer.
With more options than any other reviews service, we help you get
noticed on today’s top sites like Yelp, Angie's List, and Google+. You also
have greater flexibility to edit your settings at any time so you can
encourage patients to leave a review on the sites of your choice.
PracticeMojo can help you manage your online reputation, and
makes it easy for patients to leave a review directly on your
website!
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CONCLUSION

Public online reviews are as normal today as private gossip was yesterday. If you run a business in the digital age, you must be constantly
concerned with public relations because people will make their voices heard.
The main takeaway here is that there are three must-dos to succeed in the reputation economy:

•

Counter any negative perception by publicly engaging with negative reviews quickly, positively, and transparently.

•

Create a proactive funnel of patient reviews to privately gather bad feedback and publicly push good feedback.

•

Get coverage for the online 24/7 customer service experience through an automated system like PracticeMojo.

Community management is an essential, time-consuming task that prevents negativity, encourages positivity, affects your bottom line, and can
pay dividends. The trouble is worth it—your reputation is on the line.
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ABOUT PRACTICEMOJO
PracticeMojo helps dentists accelerate practice growth and acquire new patients
through innovative online marketing solutions.
We take a consultative approach and create tailored marketing strategies that support your
practice goals through our comprehensive suite of online marketing solutions.

•

Automated recalls and reminders. We help you eliminate last-minute cancellations and
no-shows while improving patient loyalty through timely and personalized
communications. To reach 100% of patients you can remind them via email, text message,
phone call, or direct mailer.

•

Dental reviews pro solution. To help improve your online reputation, we will automatically
send a request to patients after their appointment to leave a positive review about your
practice.

•

Facebook Pro. We help you create a strong brand image while actively engaging with
patients on Facebook by providing pre-written posts for your practice each week.

•

PracticeMojo insights. You don't have to guess if your automated communications are
working. Your service includes a dashboard so you can easily see the success of your
campaigns and overall return on investment. On average, we help dental practices see a
5000% return ($50 back for every dollar they spend with us)!
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Discover why
PracticeMojo is trusted
by thousands of dentists
for their patient
communication needs.
(800) 556-2580
www.PracticeMojo.com
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